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INTRODUCTION:

When this research project was initiated five years ago, the

mechanism of action of the diarrheal causing staphylococcal

entertoxins (SEs) was largely unknown although considerable

knowledge had been accumulated about their biochemical,

immunological, mitogenic and physiological properties and

activities. This situation was described fully in a review paper

(1) which indicated that further progress in understanding the

mechanism of SE activity would be facilitated markedly by

knowledge of their 3D structures. Among the biologically

important data covered in the review article were included the

similarities and differences in the primary sequences of the SEs,

the importance of histidine carboxymethylation in blocking SE

intoxication, and the assignment of immunogenic, serologic, and

emetic activities to various segments of the primary structure.

Comments were comprised also in the review concerning efforts to

predict secondary structural features of SEA, presumably in order

to visualize the stereochemical nature of the active moieties.

An independent discovery stimulated widespread interest in

SEs when they were shown to be superantigens (2). Following this

development, a spate of research activity on SEs culminated in

the elucidation of many features in the mechanism of action of

superantigens. Briefly stated it was learned that the SE

molecule first must form a binary complex with an MHC class II

molecule, which then adds the beta chain of a T cell to yield a
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ternary complex. The formation of the latter triggers T cell

proliferation and cytokine production on a scale orders of

magnitude greater than o- 'rs when a normal antigen induces a T

cell response. The superantigenic aspect of SEs was reviewed

fairly recently (3), and again it was emphasized that

crystallographic knowledge was needed before the mechanism of

superantigenicity could be understood completely at the molecular

level.

The purpose of the present work was to provide missing

crystallographic data which were needed for understanding the

mechanism of intoxication resulting from food poisoning by •.

anreus and for elucidating stereochemical details in the

mechanism of superantigencity. The method of approach was to use

classical methods of protein crystallography to determine the 3D

structures of the SEs. Our strategy consisted of solving the

crystal structure of SEB first since we already had grown

suitably diffracting specimens. We anticipated that the main

chain folding would be similar in all of the EEs since the group

(SEA to SEE) shows sequence homology ranging from approximately

45 to 75 percent for the different members (3). The 3D structure

of the protein, we reasoned, would show the detailed steric

arrangement of the chemical groups which have been identified as

sites of biological activity, for example the amino acid residues

involved in binding the class II MHC molecule or those that

combine with the beta chain of the T cell, or the region of the

molecule involved in mitogenesis, etc.
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EXPERIMENTAL:

Attempts to crystallize Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B (SEB) were

started long before this project period. The protein provided for

crystallization looked clean and pure in SDS gel, but

crystallization attempts were not successful. At this stage

purification by chromatofocusing was tried. The IEF gel clearly

showed two or three bands which we were able to separate.

Different crystallization conditions were tried and finally the

right conditions were found.

Single crystals of SEB were grown by vapor diffusion against PEC

4000 at pH 8.8 (4). The crystals exhibited polymorphism. Three

crystal forms were identified. All of them possessed space group

P2 12,2, symmetry but differed slightly in their cell lengths. It was

difficult to distinguish the three crystal forms under a

microscope, since the morphology was nearly the same for all of

them. Initially it was thought that the three forms were due to

the heterogeneity of the protein - different forms corresponding to

proteins of different pI values. However, it was later found that

different crystal forms were present in the same crystallization

well. Therefore, native data were collected from all three forms.

Their cell dimensions are as follows:

Form I a-45.3A b=70.6A c-78.1A

Form II a-45.3A b-68.3A c-79.4A

Form III a-45.3A b=71.2A c-78S4A
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The disagreement in the structure factors of the three forms (R

factors on intensities ranging from 26% to 38%) also confirmed that

they were quite distinct from one another. Although Form III

crystals diffracted to a higher resolution than Forms I and II, the

crystal structure analysis was carried out using Form II data since

the derivative data were better for Form II crystals. As mentioned

before, the main obstacle was distinguishing the three forms.

Nominal changes in the cell dimensions of the crystals are normally

expected when they are soaked in heavy atom reagents. But in the

case of SEB it was difficult to decide whether the change was due

to a phase transformation to another form or due to perturbations

in the crystal lattice caused by introducing the heavy atom into

the unit cell. In view of this, only those derivative data sets,

in which the cell lengths agreed with Form II crystals within

experimental errors, were considered for use in protein phasing.

This made the derivative search a much more complicated and lengthy

process than is usually the case. A total of seven isomorphous and

two anomalous data se';s were collected. The data sets were

combined to get MIRAS phases which were further improved by solvent

leveling.

The resulting map was in general of good quality but the segments

connecting the well defined structural elements, such as beta sheet

strands or alpha helices, were not clear. Several models were

tried but none of them would refine to a reasonable value. At this

stage a phase refinement was done using the solvent leveled phases

as protein phases to improve the heavy atom parameters. In
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addition this procedure improved the heavy atom phasing by locating

new minor heavy atom sites which had been unrecognized previously

for some of the derivative data sets. Most importantly, however,

the refinement helped in identifying two data sets (one isomorphous

and one anomalous, both from the same heavy atom reagent) whose

phases were inconsistent with those derived from other data sets.

This was judged from the decrease in the phasing power of these

derivatives. Accordingly, these two data sets were eliminated from

the phase calculations and a new map was computed after the solvent

leveling procedure. The final figure of merit was 0.82 for 3.OA

resolution. For all these calculations the program package PHASES

(5) was used. The electron density map was of very good quality.

The C alpha atoms were traced with the help of mini-maps and the

bones trace from FRODO (6). The sequence alignment was done by

visual inspection of the side chain density and using the slider

option in the program '0' (7). Two models differing in sequence

alignment were tried and the one which gave a significantly lower

R-factor was chosen as the correct one. After several cycles of

alternate model building and X-PLOR (8) refinement the present R-

factor is 0.193 for the resolution range 8 to 2.5A. Water

molecules have not yet been located and hence not included in the

refinement. All residues could be located in the electron density

map except for seven residues in the disulphide loop. However,

they were built into the model from stereochemical considerations.

The following facts support the correctness of the model. (a) The
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"free R-value (9) for the current model is 0.35 and was calculated

"with 10% of the reflections chosen randomly. (b) The rms

deviations for bond lengths and bond angles are 0.020A and 3.50,

respectively. (c) The pep-flip (10) values are less than 2.5A for

all except the seven residues in the loop. (d) All non-glycine

residues are within the allowed regions in the Ramachandran (11)

plot except for 10 residues, seven of which zre in the disulphide

loop. (e) Omit maps with 2Fo-Fc as coefficients clearly bring back

the densities. (f) FPH-Fp maps computed with model phases show the

peaks corresponding to the heavy atoms.

DISCUSSION:

A schematic drawing and a ribbon representation of the SEB molecule

are shown in figures 1 and 2, where it is evident that the SEE

molecule consists of three domains. Two of them are mainly 0

sheets separated by a third domain which is composed of mainly a

helices. The disulphide loop, part of w.ich was not located in the

electron density map, is exposed to the solvent. As shown in

figures 1 and 2, domain 1 consists of two $ sheets, one three

stranded and one four stranded and an a-helix, while domain 2

comprises four a-helices and two very short a strands. Domain 3 is

made up of five 0 strands forming a twisted 0 sheet. The exterior

surface of the molecule contains a large proportion of 0 sheet.

It is known that SEB in functioning as a superantigen must be

presented by class II molecules of the major histocompatibility

in
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the main chain fold in SEB. Residues comprised in
alpha helices and beta strands are tabulated.
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complex (MHCII) to the T-cell receptor (TCR) for T-cell activation.

Mutational studies (12) have been done on SEB which identify the

MHCII and TCR binding residues. The present crystal structure

determination of SEB clearly reveals the steric details of the TCR

binding site. A view of it is presented in Figure 3. It consists

of a shallow oval-shaped cavity possessing a rim which is slightly

elevated above the surrounding protein surface. At the top opening

the cavity has diameters of 13 and 14 A measured from C alpha to C

alpha. It comprises residues 22E, 23N, 26V, 27L, 29D, 30D, 31N,

32H, 33V, 55D, 58L, 60N, 61Y, 87A, 88N, 89Y, 90Y, 91Y, 92Q, 112T,

208 F, 209 D, 210Q, and 214L. The mutational study pinpointed two

regions, residues 9-23 and 60-61, that are involved in the TCR

binding. The presence of residues 23N, 60N and 61Y in this site

correlates with those results. However from the architecture of

the site as revealed by the crystal structure, it is obvious that

there are other resides making up the site that were not identified

in the mutational study. From the three dimensional structure it

was concluded that residues 208-214 of SEB also are important for

TCR activity. This conclusion later was confirmed by an

unpublished mutational analysis conducted on SEA (13), which has

identified two residues 220 and 221, corresponding to 208 and 209

of SEB, to be important for TCR binding. Residue 23N and 61Y are

situated on top of the rim with their side chains oriented

outwardly from the protein surface whereas N60 is tilted slightly

toward the interior of the cavity. F208 and D209 are on the outer

part of the rim (see Figure 3) All these results put together

confirm that the TCR binding site has been correctly identified.
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There are two long grooves adjacent to and on the opposite sides of

the TCR binding site. One groove involves the exposed side of a4.

This groove also involves residues from region 113-166 which is

homologous to the human and mouse invariant chain (3). It has also

reported that carboxymethylation of the histidines kills all the

activities of the staphylococcal enterotoxins. Three of the five

histidines in SEB are situated in groove 1. The other groove

involves the exposed side -of a5 and is made up mostly of conserved

residues (3) in the SEs. Residue 1911 is on the outside of this

groove. It has been pointed out that (14) residue 186H of SEA,

which correspond to 1911 of SEB, is on the interface of the MHC

binding site and that it forms a zinc bridge with 81H of DRP.

Therefore, groove 1 or groove 2 or both may be involved in MHCII

binding. Moreover, according to the suggested model (15) of the

MHCII-SEB-TCR ternary complex, MHCII and TCR might make some

contact with each other. The two grooves described above are

adjacent to the TCR binding site, and if they are indeed MHc

binding sites, it is possible that the MHCII molecule and the TCR

are in close proximity in the ternary complex. Further analysis is

needed to confirm the MMCII binding site.

CONCLUSIONS:

The main chain of SEB assumes a unique folding pattern. The

spatial organization of the model neatly accounts for the

distribution in the amino acid sequence of those residues which are

critical for TCR interaction. Also, it should be mentioned that
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the TCR binding site is made up of residues from both the N and C

" ends of the molecule. Residues identified in the mutational

studies of SEB and SEA come together in three dimensions to form

the TCR binding site suggesting that the 3D structures of SEB and

SEA are similar. This may well be true since there is a high

sequence homology among the staphylococcal enterotoxins. All

variable residues (3) are either on turns, loops or in regions of

the molecule exposed to the solvent. All these facts suggest that

the unique folding pattern of SEB is representative of a common

folding pattern exhibited by all staphylococcal enterotoxins.

OTHER WORK ON STAPHYLOCOCCAL ENTEROTOXINS:

Single crystals of SECI and SEA have been grown in our laboratory,

but they are of unsuitable quality for use in collecting x-ray

diffraction data. Efforts to improve crystal quality are in

progress. The previous work on SECi involved the growing of •.

aureus 137, a known SEC producer, isolating, and purifying the

exotoxin. A new purification protocol was developed for SECI (16).
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